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CHAPTERb6

Beyond Iron Age Landscapes

Copper Mining and Smelting in Faynan 

in the Twel h to  Fourteenth Centuries CE

IanbW.bN. Jones

Interest in Islamic period metal production in southern Bilad al- Sham has been 

marked by a somewhat unfortunate dichotomy. On the one hand, work on Early 

Islamic (600–1000 CE) copper production in the southern Wadi al- ‘Araba— 

primarily in southern Israel— has been quite productive. Several distinctive Early 

Islamic period copper smelting and mining sites have been found (Avner and 

Magness 1998; Rothenberg 1988; Willies 1991) that formed part of a system sup-

plying metal to Ayla (al- ‘Aqaba) and that  were likely linked through that city to 

the lucrative Red Sea trade (Whitcomb 2006; Damgaard 2009). On the other 

hand,  little work in the southern Levant has specifi cally focused on metal pro-

duction in the  Middle Islamic period (1000–1400 CE) since Coughenour’s study 

of iron mining in the ‘Ajlun region of northern Jordan (1976). The study of min-

ing and metallurgy can give us signifi cant insights into local and regional economic 

pro cesses, and for the  Middle Islamic period, it has the potential to shed light on 

the history of  people and places generally ignored by contemporary written sources.

With this in mind, the University of California, San Diego, Edom Lowlands 

Regional Archaeology Proj ect (ELRAP) recently expanded its study of the role of 

mining and metallurgy in culture change over the past ten thousand years (Levy 

and Najjar 2007) to include an in- depth study of Islamic period copper production 

in the Faynan region of southern Jordan (Fig.b6.1), which pre sents a rather di  er-

ent picture from the southern Wadi al- ‘Araba. While limited settlement in Faynan 

seems to have continued into the eighth or ninth  century CE, no evidence for copper 

production during this period has yet been found, in sharp contrast to the pro-

duction system supplying Ayla. This is rather surprising and currently di  cult to 
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explain, as the nature of settlement and the economic transformations that occurred 

during the Late Byzantine and Early Islamic periods in Faynan are still poorly un-

derstood. Islamic period copper production only began in Faynan in the late twel h 

 century CE, when the small village now known as Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir was 

founded. Khirbat Faynan, a tell in the southern part of the Faynan district with sig-

nifi cant Roman and Byzantine occupation, was also reoccupied during the  Middle 

Islamic period, with copper production carried out  there on a smaller scale.

Figureb6.1 The Faynan region and areas to the south, with locations of key sites, with 

an inset showing the location of Faynan in the southern Levant. Contours derived 

from ASTER GDEM data, a product of METI and NASA. Inset map background: 

©2012 Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ.
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While other studies of copper production in the region have discussed Islamic 

period sites (e.g., Hauptmann 2007; Newson etbal. 2007; Weisgerber 2006), none 

has focused on the post– eleventh  century evidence or o ered a truly satisfactory 

account of the economic or social aspects of  Middle Islamic period metal produc-

tion. This chapter, then, pre sents some preliminary insights into  these issues, 

emerging from the 2011 excavations at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir.

Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir

Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir is located to the south of the main channel of Wadi 

al- Ghuwayb (Fig.b6.1), about one kilo meter east along the small Wadi Nuqayb al- 

Asaymir of the major Iron Age copper production center of Khirbat al- Nahas (see 

Levy etbal. 2003; Levy etbal. 2012). At seven hectares, it is the largest
1
 and best- 

preserved Islamic period copper production site in the Faynan district, yet it contains 

only fi  een buildings and a handful of additional, poorly preserved walls (Fig.b6.2). 

The site was fi rst published by Nelson Glueck (1935) and  later surveyed by teams 

from the Deutsches Bergbau- Museum (Hauptmann etbal. 1985) and the Jabal Ham-

rat Fidan Proj ect (Levy etbal. 2003; Jones etbal. 2012). However, before the 2011 EL-

RAP investigation in Area X (Levy etbal. in press), the site had not been excavated.

Based on available evidence, Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir seems to have been 

founded in the late twel h  century CE, with occupation continuing at least into 

the mid- thirteenth  century. This dating is based primarily on numismatic data col-

lected by Kind and colleagues (2005) and my recent analyses of the ceramic material 

collected during the 2002 survey of Wadi al- Ghuwayb (Jones etbal. 2012). Kind and 

colleagues’ published coins provide a terminus post quem for the abandonment of 

the site, as the latest coin of the six found at the site is a half- dirham minted in 

632 AH/1234–35 CE (2005: 179). Although the earliest coin found at the site is a 

fals minted in approximately 600 AH/1203–1204 CE (Kind etbal. 2005: 179), some 

of the ceramics, primarily glazed stone- paste wares, suggest that the site’s foundation 

should, in fact, be placed in the late twel h  century (Jones etbal. 2012: 88). The site, 

then, was likely not in use for much longer than half a  century and perhaps as  little 

as thirty years.

According to Hauptmann’s estimates, about a thousand tons of slag, which 

translates to sixty- fi ve to a hundred tons of copper metal,  were produced at Khirbat 

Nuqayb al- Asaymir in this short span (2007: 126, 147). While relatively small by the 

standards of the major contemporary Eu ro pean centers (Blanchard 2005: 1509) or 

Iron Age and Roman production in Faynan (Hauptmann 2007: 147), this is still 

a signifi cant amount of copper. This, and the fact that the site was newly founded 

in the twel h  century, raises the question of what the copper was used for. One 
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possibility is that Faynan copper in the  Middle Islamic period was primarily be-

ing produced for the sugar industry. The large boiling vessels— known as dusut 

in Arabic— each required as much as 250 kilograms of copper, and as Coughe-

nour pointed out (1976: 75), for iron production at ‘Ajlun, the Catholic Church 

made vari ous attempts to ban Eu ro pean trade with Muslims in the late twel h and 

thirteenth centuries (Freidenreichb2011: 46–47; Lopez 1987: 350; Schroeder 1937). 

While copper had many uses beyond this, the demand for copper by the sugar in-

dustry was likely a signifi cant  factor in the twel h- century revival of the Faynan 

metal industry.

Area X

The excavations at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir in 2011  were designed to investi-

gate Area X (formerly called Survey Building 5300; Fig.b6.3), the main locus of 

copper production at the site (the report of this probe  will appear in Levy etbal. 

Figureb6.2 Major features mapped at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir. Contour map: 

Matthew Howland.
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[in press]). The primary components of Area X are a fi ve- room structure, about 

twenty- two by eleven meters, and associated mounds of copper slag to the east, 

just outside the building entrances. The walls of the building stand higher than 

two meters in places and are built of the shale that makes up the hills surround-

ing the site, with chinking stones inserted semiregularly throughout. A seven- by- 

three- meter test excavation, or probe,
2
 was excavated in the northwestern corner 

of the main building and reached the foundations of the walls. Within this probe, 

no stratigraphic separation of levels was pos si ble. This is almost certainly due to 

the unique site formation pro cesses in this building, discussed below, and is not 

expected to be applicable across the entire site.

Figureb6.3 Plan of probe in Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir Area X (author image).
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Although all sediment loci,
3
 including topsoil loci,  were sieved through a 

quarter- inch mesh screen, very few fi nds  were recovered. Ceramic fi nds  were quite 

limited but included several sherds of handmade painted ware, including a rim with 

a hook motif (Fig.b6.4) similar to designs on mid- twel h- century wares from 

Wu’ayra (Tonghini and Desideri 2001: fi g.b7a). One other signifi cant fi nd is a large 

piece of a copper- iron alloy found near the northern wall of the building.  There 

is a signifi cant amount of metal in this object, and it is di  cult to interpret this 

deposit as simply a dump. Rather, it seems that it was set aside for refi ning follow-

ing the fi nal smelting operation in this building but was not repro cessed before the 

site went out of use. Beyond this, however, fi nds in Area X  were limited to very 

small quantities of slag, copper ore, and glass and large quantities of charcoal, 

discussed below.

The most in ter est ing feature revealed during the 2011 excavations was Locus 

120, which before excavation appeared to be a collapsed, pillar- like installation. In 

fact, it is a well- preserved copper smelting furnace abutting the eastern wall of the 

Area X building (Fig.b6.5). A similar installation, about fi ve meters south of Lo-

cus 120, is likely a second smelting furnace, although this area was not excavated. 

The furnace itself is about 1- by-1.6 meters, with a slag pit to the east about 0.75 

meters in dia meter. The western part of the furnace, like the walls of the build-

ing, is made of local shale, with a facing made of granite, now very decayed (likely 

due to exposure to heat), and clay. The clay portion of the facing would have been 

replaced with  every smelting operation, whereas the granite would have been re-

placed less frequently. Between the shale structure and this facing is a layer of red, 

iron- rich, clayey loess, which seems to have been used as mortar. This mortar, too, 

is now heavily decayed and has run o  in large quantities into the slag pit. Over-

all, the furnace is similar in plan to Early Islamic II (800–1000 CE) sha  furnaces 

Figureb 6.4 Rim of a handmade 

painted jar with a red hook- and- line 

pattern found in Area X (author 

image).
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Figureb6.5 The furnace in Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir Area X, showing the slag pit 

(front), as well as the replaceable facing (to le  of north arrow). Photo: ThomasbE. Levy 

(see Levy etbal. in press).
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at ‘Arja in Oman, specifi cally  those from Site 103 (Weisgerber 1987:155),
4
 which 

suggests that this type of furnace was both widespread and long- lived in the Is-

lamic world.

The furnace does seem unique, however, in that air was supplied in two di  er-

ent ways. First, a small opening is vis i ble at the bottom of the external side of the 

building’s western wall, in the same section of the wall as the furnace (Fig.b6.6). 

This would have taken advantage of the winds blowing through the site from the 

west along Wadi Nuqayb al- Asaymir and partially explains the location of Area X 

at the western margins of the site along this wadi. Second,  there is some evidence 

that air was forced into the furnace from the opposite side with bellows. Fragments 

of an unfi red clay bellows tube  were found to the east of the furnace, and the very 

fragmentary textile and rope fi nds from nearby loci may represent the remains of 

cloth bellows. No fragments of tuyères— the nozzles of the bellows tubes— were 

excavated, but one example was collected from the surface of the slag mounds 

outside of the building.

To the east of the furnace, we also found two concentrations of wood char-

coal.  These piles of charcoal, along with crushed copper ore, would have formed 

the furnace charge. Their location in relation to the furnace suggests a workshop 

layout at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir similar to a fi  eenth- century Eu ro pean work-

shop shown in a woodcut in Agricola (1950: 389) but on a smaller scale. Based on 

the lack of stratigraphy in Area X,  these charcoal charges very likely represent the 

Figureb6.6 Air passage on the exterior of the Area X building’s western wall (L. 108). 

The furnace is on the opposite side of the wall, with its center just to the le  of the 

meter stick. Photo: ThomasbE. Levy.
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remains of the fi nal copper smelting event—or, at the very least, the fi nal smelt-

ing event in this furnace in AreabX. The botanical remains from  these features— 

over twelve kilograms of charcoal, including several complete carbonized 

branches— will provide signifi cant data both for radiocarbon dating the fi nal use 

of Area X and for reconstructing landscape exploitation. The species of this sam-

ple has been identifi ed
5
 as white saxaul (Haloxylon persicum), a small tree still quite 

commonly found in Faynan. The signifi cance of this identifi cation in terms of pro-

visioning strategies is discussed  later in this paper.

Overall, the results of the Area X probe are surprising. Other than the furnace 

itself and fi nds related to the last smelting event in the building, very few artifacts 

 were recovered. This suggests that the Area X workshop was cleaned regularly, and 

the material removed from the building was dumped on the slag mounds outside.

Ore to Metal: The Production Pro cess

One of the primary goals of the excavations at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir was to 

reconstruct the past activities of miners and smelters at the site. While the pro-

cess of copper production in Faynan has been described for earlier periods by re-

searchers from the Deutsches Bergbau- Museum (e.g., Hauptmann 2007) and the 

current proj ect (summarized in Levy etbal. 2012), a detailed reconstruction of how 

copper was smelted during the  Middle Islamic period has not yet been attempted. 

In order to establish a consistent methodology for  doing this, I rely on several 

“ middle- range” conceptual tools, key among which is the chaîne opératoire, fi rst 
proposed by the André Leroi- Gourhan (1993), drawing on work by Mauss (1973). 

Constructing a chaîne opératoire involves determining step by step the actions 

performed with and on material objects in a specifi c technical sequence. Dobres 

argues that “ because it is specifi cally designed to identify and describe the mate-

rial sequence(s) of gestural acts through which natu ral resources  were modifi ed 

(and remodifi ed) into culturally useful objects,” a chaîne opératoire can be a useful 

starting point for linking the archaeological and the social (1999: 129). As such, 

the initial reconstructions presented  here are the fi rst step  toward establishing a 

broader picture of how miners at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir worked and lived.

The excavations in Area X, specifi cally, have allowed for the reconstruction of 

a more detailed chaîne opératoire for copper production in the  Middle Islamic period 

in Faynan (Fig.b6.7). Ore was mined primarily at two sites known as WAG 57 

andb58 (Fig.b6.1), both located about two hundred meters northwest of Area X in 

Wadi Nuqayb al- Asaymir (Levy etbal. 2003: 254, 260; Jones etbal. 2012: 74). Once 

mined and pro cessed ore reached Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir, it likely went through 

another phase of pro cessing before being brought into the Area X building itself. 
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This second pro cessing phase is indicated by small dumps of mining waste to the 

south of the Area X building (Jones etbal. 2012: fi g.b4; Hauptmann 2007: 126). 

Before the  actual smelting, at least some of the furnace facing would need to be 

rebuilt. This would involve primarily replacing only the clay portion of the facing, 

but it is likely that the stone facing would, over time, decay due to heat exposure 

and require replacement as well. The pro cessed ore would then have been added 

to the furnace charge, along with charcoal, which evidently was stored in the Area 

X building in small charge piles. Although integral to the copper production pro-

cess, the chaîne opératoire for charcoal production is treated  here as separate from 

copper production itself, in part  because of the current di  culty of reconstruct-

ing this pro cess. As work progresses on the botanical remains, reconstructing the 

pro cess of charcoal production  will become more feasible.

 A er the furnace was charged, the  actual smelting would have occurred, sep-

arating the copper from the other minerals present in the ore and producing slag as 

waste. The dearth of fi nds, especially of metallurgical waste, in Area X— quite no-

table in comparison to excavations of earlier sites in Faynan (e.g., Levy etbal. 2002; 

Figureb6.7 Chaîne opératoire for copper production at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir.
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Levy etbal. 2012)— indicates that the smelting workshop was cleaned regularly, 

with the majority of the material being taken out and dumped on the slag mound 

directly outside of the building. The layout of the workshop, and especially the 

placement of the permanent furnace inside the building, would have necessitated 

this step, as smelting in the workshop would quickly have become impossible if 

metallurgical waste  were allowed to accumulate in front of the furnace. It is not 

entirely clear if, at this stage, the slag would have under gone further pro cessing. 

Slag is commonly crushed in order to extract copper prills, and the excavations at 

Khirbat al- NaѤas have revealed that during the Iron Age, this crushed slag was 

also used as a fl ux in the furnace charge, as a leveling material for building foun-

dations, and as a temper in technological ceramics such as tuyères6 as well as in 

handmade domestic pottery (Ben- Yosef 2010: 929; Smith and Levy 2008: 49, 80). 

Slag- crushing installations have not been found at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir, 

but ceramic tuyères collected from the surface of the slag mound do indicate the use 

of crushed slag as temper. Further analy sis of excavated material from the site is 

required to determine  whether crushed slag had other uses and to add more detail 

to this portion of the chaîne opératoire.

The last step of the chaîne opératoire involves the refi ning of the smelted cop-

per. The necessity of this step is indicated by chunks of copper- iron alloy in the 

Area X building, noted during the Deutsches Bergbau- Museum surveys (Haupt-

mann 2007: 126) and confi rmed by fi nds from the ELRAP excavations, including 

the large lump of this material found in the northwestern corner of the building. 

Hauptmann argues that the high iron content in this material calls into question 

 whether copper or iron was the desired end product (2007: 126), although iron 

content in copper generally increases as smelting technology improves (Cooke and 

Aschenbrenner 1975; Craddock and Meeks 1987). For the technologically similar 

furnace at ‘Arja, steps  were taken to prevent the formation of copper- iron alloys 

(Weisgerber 1987: 160). It is pos si ble that at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir  these 

stages  were intentionally omitted, as both metals  were the desired end products 

 a er refi ning, but it is quite unlikely that a new settlement was founded in Faynan 

to produce iron rather than copper. Craddock and Meeks also discuss the inten-

tional production of copper- iron alloys for use as currency (1987: 201–202), but it 

is unclear if this practice occurred in the twel h and thirteenth centuries.
7
 If the 

assertion by me and my colleagues (Jones etbal. 2012) that  Middle Islamic period 

copper production in Faynan primarily served to provision the sugar industry is 

correct, a refi ning stage would certainly have been necessary. The excavations at 

Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir have not yet produced evidence of this, however, and 

further analy sis of the metal and slag fi nds from the site is necessary to fi ll in this 

stage of the chaîne opératoire.
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Charcoal Provisioning

In order to demonstrate the di  culties currently faced trying to reconstruct the 

chaîne opératoire for charcoal production in  Middle Islamic Faynan, it  will be use-

ful to summarize what is currently known about charcoal provisioning in this 

 period. Several multiperiod studies of charcoal resources in Faynan have been 

published by teams from the Deutsches Bergbau- Museum (Baierle etbal. 1989; 

 Engel and Frey 1996). Although no charcoal samples  were taken from Khirbat 

Nuqayb al- Asaymir for  these studies, over three hundred samples from  Middle Is-

lamic period slag mounds at Khirbat Faynan to the south  were pro cessed. In 

terms of dating, the relationship of  these mounds— labeled Faynan 2 and Faynan 

6—to the slag mounds at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir is unclear. Hauptmann places 

Faynan 2bin the late thirteenth  century (2007: 97), although his reasons for  doing 

so are not entirely clear, and Faynan 6bin the  fourteenth  century on the basis of 

Bahri Mamluk coins found nearby (Kind etbal. 2005: 179). Based on this numis-

matic data, and as I and my colleagues have suggested elsewhere (Jones etbal. 2012: 

88–89), the slag mounds at Khirbat Faynan are likely  either broadly contemporary 

with a late phase of production at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir or postdate pro-

duction  there by several de cades.

It is in ter est ing, then, to compare the charcoal resources being exploited by 

copper producers at  these two sites. The resources that  were exploited at Khirbat 

Faynan in the  Middle Islamic period are rather surprising. The Faynan 2 slag 

mound contained charcoal from only Palestine oak (Quercus calliprinos) and Phoe-

nician juniper ( Juniperus phoenicea), while the Faynan 6 slag mound included  these 

species, as well as olive (Olea europaea) and small quantities of tamarisk (Tamarix 

species) (Baierle etbal. 1989: 216). Oak, juniper, and olive are virtually unknown in 

charcoal assemblages from Faynan  a er the Early Bronze Age (c. 3600–2000 BC) 

and— with the pos si ble exception of olive (see Hunt etbal. 2007: 1325)— almost 

certainly had to be transported from the highland plateau into the lowlands of 

Faynan during the  Middle Islamic period (Baierle etbal. 1989: 220). The e ort and 

coordination that this implies suggests that Weisgerber’s view of  Middle Islamic 

copper production at Khirbat Faynan as decentralized, “trial- and- error” resmelt-

ing of old slag (2006: 27)— called into question elsewhere (Jones etbal. 2012: 90)—

is prob ably incorrect for both Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir and Khirbat Faynan.

What is known about charcoal use at Khirbat Nuqayb al- Asaymir is currently 

much more limited. Only one sample from the Area X charcoal charges has been 

pro cessed, but the result is rather di  er ent from the Deutsches Bergbau- Museum 

results. This sample turned out to be white saxaul (Haloxylon persicum), a small 

tree common in arid and semiarid environments and still common  today in Faynan. 

This tree was used as fuel for smelting during most periods in Faynan, forming 
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more than half of the charcoal assemblage in the Roman period Faynan 1 slag 

mound, but was not present at all in the  Middle Islamic period Faynan 2 and Faynan 

6 mounds (Baierle etbal. 1989: 216). While the conclusions that can be made on 

the basis of a single sample are rather weak, this result brings up further ques-

tions about the nature of charcoal provisioning at  Middle Islamic Khirbat Faynan.

While saxaul charcoal was unexpected, given its complete absence in the  Middle 

Islamic Khirbat Faynan assemblage, it also requires  little explanation. As Haupt-

mann points out, the picture we get for charcoal provisioning in most periods is 

that “generally woods from the direct surrounding of the smelting sites have been 

used” (2007: 53). In fact, given current assumptions about the plant life of Faynan 

in the  Middle Islamic period, it would be unsurprising if the charcoal from Khir-

bat Nuqayb al- Asaymir turned out to be closer to the Roman period and Iron Age 

assemblages, and was made up primarily of arid and semiarid species like saxaul, 

highlighting the Khirbat Faynan mounds as anomalous.

One pos si ble explanation for the di erences between Khirbat Nuqayb al- 

Asaymir and Khirbat Faynan is that the availability of wood di ered between the 

Wadi al- Ghuwayb and Wadi Faynan systems, perhaps due to overexploitation of 

wood resources in preceding periods. Roman copper smelting, concentrated en-

tirely in the area near Khirbat Faynan, would have consumed a massive amount 

of charcoal. Hauptmann estimates that Roman copper production required 320,000 

to 560,000 tons of wood over approximately four hundred years (2007: 53). Of this, 

according to the percentages given by Baierle and colleagues (1989: 216), roughly 

220,000 to 385,000 tons would have been saxaul.
8
 It is likely that saxaul popula-

tions would have recovered in the fi ve hundred years (if not eight hundred) that 

passed between the end of this production phase and the beginning of  Middle 

Islamic copper production, but, nonetheless, this remains a possibility. Unfortu-

nately, available environmental reconstructions (e.g., Hunt etbal. 2007) do not have 

the temporal resolution necessary to determine the prevalence of  these species in 

Faynan during the  Middle Islamic period.

Another possibility lies in the fact that the mining feature system (on the use 

of this term, see Hardesty 1988) of  Middle Islamic Khirbat Faynan was generally 

more oriented  toward resources to the east of Faynan. Where mining at Khirbat 

Nuqayb al- Asaymir largely focused on resources in the immediate vicinity of the 

site,  there are indications from surveys that ore was transported to Khirbat Faynan 

from mines in Wadi al- Salmina, a small tributary wadi roughly seven kilometers 

east of Khirbat Faynan (Ben- Yosef 2010: 101; Jones etbal. 2012: 90). The mines in 

Wadi al- Salmina are located at the margins of the plateau (Fig.b6.1), and even  today 

some plateau species, such as juniper, grow in and around the wadi. While this 

does not explain why plateau species  were favored over plants growing in Faynan, 

it does at least place this shi  in the context of a more general pattern of resource 
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use near the highlands. Of course,  these two explanations are not mutually exclu-

sive, and it is pos si ble that populations of plants useful for charcoal production in 

Wadi Faynan  were low, while the plateau species common at Faynan 2 and Faynan 

6  were located con ve niently near ore sources.

Conclusion

Many questions remain about the nature of the shi  from Khirbat Nuqayb al- 

Asaymir to Khirbat Faynan, both in terms of the relocation of the production cen-

ter and more specifi cally the shi  in provisioning strategies. In large part, this is 

due to our limited understanding of the temporal relationship between the sites, 

especially as the dates for Khirbat Faynan are still quite uncertain. With this in 

mind, a small probe was made in the Faynan 6 slag mound (Khirbat Faynan Area 

15 on the ELRAP grid) during the 2012 fi eld season. The data from this probe, 

once analyzed and pro cessed,  will help narrow down the dating of this production 

phase. Likewise, further analy sis of the botanical material  will clarify how char-

coal provisioning strategies changed as copper production shi ed from Khirbat 

Nuqayb al- Asaymir to Khirbat Faynan.

Although it is not yet pos si ble to comment on how the Faynan production sys-

tem changed over time, data from the excavations presented above has allowed for 

a preliminary reconstruction of the chaîne opératoire of copper production and the 

strategies for provisioning this activity. This represents a fi rst step  toward sharp-

ening our picture both of daily life at the site and of the nature of the copper in-

dustry during the  Middle Islamic period. As work at the site progresses, it is 

becoming clearer that lowland southern Jordan, and Faynan specifi cally, was not 

simply a backwater worthy of  little comment but was an impor tant component— 

and product—of the broader economy of southern Bilad al- Sham.
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I1. Discounting Khirbat Faynan, which is a much larger site overall, but with a fairly small 

 Middle Islamic period occupation.

2. Initially, this probe was planned as fi ve by two- and- a- half meters but expanded in both 

directions to increase coverage of specifi c features.

3. “Locus”— roughly equivalent to Harris’s (1989) “unit of stratifi cation” or the “context” 

of single- context recording—is a broad term referring to a homogeneous sediment deposit, 

installation, or wall.

4.  There are also in ter est ing superfi cial similarities to stone- built Late Bronze Age fur-

naces in the Wadi al- ‘Araba, at Timna Site 2 (Rothenberg 1990: 71). The dating of  these furnaces 

is rather uncertain, and some furnaces at Site 2 have yielded Early Islamic period radiocarbon 

dates (Ben- Yosef 2010: 671). I thank Dr.bErez Ben- Yosef for pointing out this connection.

5. This analy sis was conducted by Brita Lorentzen of Cornell University.

6. A tuyère is the nozzle that serves as the interface between the furnace bellows and the 

furnace itself.

7. Shoshan mentions accounts of debased fi  eenth- century Egyptian fulus reputed to con-

tain signifi cantly more iron and lead than copper (1982: 109), but given the di  culty of casting 

this material (Craddock and Meeks 1987: 201), Bacharach’s description (1976: 41–42) of bags of 

fulus being partially fi lled with scrap iron and lead to increase their weight makes more  sense.

8. Ben- Yosef (2010: 935–37; Ben- Yosef etb al. 2010: 732–35) argues that Hauptmann 

(2007) overestimates the slag content of many slag mounds, and therefore his estimates of the 

amount of wood required for charcoal, which are generally based on estimates of slag weight, 

would also be high. Nonetheless, a signifi cant amount of wood was required during the for-

mation of the large Faynan 1 slag mound.
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